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Problem definition
Legacies of war and major armed conflicts can have a long
lasting impact on people and communities (trauma).
Tourism, social media, museums, musicals and other popular
genres influence the way people deal with that violent past.
Public longing for direct experiential contact with the past

What are the consequences of popular heritage practices
related to major violent conflicts for enhancing historical
consciousness of young people?

Popular uses of heritage: some recent developments
1. Obsession with authenticity (Lowenthal 1997; Zerubavel
2003; Lindholm 2008)

2. Museums emphasize multi-sensory experience
(Pine & Gilmore 1999; Van Vree 2008; Stone & Sharply, 2008)

3. Use of new media, blurring boundaries between
past/present; real/ unreal; authors/readers/users (De
Groot 2009; Rigney 2010)

4. Connections between local and global heritage
(Meskell 2015)
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Central research question REI:
How is the heritage of modern war history represented
and appropriated in contemporary popular culture, and
which modifications or additions can be advised to
harmonize these appropriations with the requirements
and principles of democratic and civic education?

Heritage (L. Smith 2006)
Dynamic approach; “remains” of the past; constructing and
justification of identities

Difficult heritage (Macdonald 2008)
Refers to traces of a past that is contested for public
reconciliation with a positive, self-affirming contemporary
identity. It may break through into the present in disruptive
ways, opening up social divisions, perhaps by playing into
imagined, even nightmarish futures.

Popular culture
influential phenomenon involving available artefacts,
social processes and widely favoured cultural utterances
(including performativity), mostly expressed in the public
arena (Ribbens, 2002; Winter 2010; Korte & Paletschek 2012)
Also a pedagogic domain allowing educators new opportunities
to connect their work with students’ experiences (SilbermanKeller et al. 2008; Grever & Van Boxtel 2014)

Civic education
Evidence, arguments, multiperspectivity, respect for
democratic principles
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